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/NlJIAN TEACII.EI? ANlJ£1JOCATIONAL P.EI?SONNEl Pl?Oui?AM
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
Recruitment and retention of American Indians--minorities- - into teacher
education is a very hot topic. Why? The ' change of the population in the
state of California. The fact that we need the minorities to pay into the social
security system. What ever the reason. American Indians face questions
about their entrance into the field of teacher education and the profession of
teaching as it is currently designe d an d presented. A few questions we ask
ourselves regarding education.
--How do you reconcile Indigenous educational systems with schooling?
--How do you take a system of schooling not designed for you and allow for
access and completion?
--How do you take a system that is designed for educational cultural
genocide and make it deal with you on your terms?
--Can you? What are the limitations? Are there limitations?
Humboldt State University attempted one experiment.
HSU established the Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program in
1969 in response to concern over the overwhelmingly high dropout rate of
the local Indian students from public school. They were not directly
concerned with the number of Indians in college. The University perceived
that by placing well trained, qualified Indian teachers into the classroom,
they would serve as . role models and be more attuned to the needs of the
Indian student.
ITEPP was and currently remains an "add-on" program.
The program was unique in that the American Indian student entered the
teacher training program simultaneously with the beginning of their college
education. Students were recruited as Freshman. From the beginning of
their freshman year, ITEPP participants spent 10 hours per week in their
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fieldwork experience in addition to their regular academic studies. The
students attended BA level degree classes during the academic year and took
education classes during the summer session. American Indian culturally
focused classes were taken during the summer session and spring break.
Currently, ITEPP still recruits students beginning their Freshman year, but
also now takes transfer students and professional development year ()th
year) students. Students no longer simultaneously enter both the education
course sequence and the regular academic program. they now take the
regular 5 year program. Fieldwork placements are now 6 hours per week.
The primary purposes for ITEPP is to:
First, provide a fully accredited, teacher preparation and educational
personnel training program for American Indian people.
Second, prepare American Indian educators with a diverse understanding of
the history and cultures of indigenous tribal nations.
Third. provide such educators with appropriate theoretical orientations and
applied methodologies to effectively meet the needs of Indian
students.
Fourth, assu€{-a n educational leadership role within Indian communities.
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Other functions of the program provide:
1. Socialization: Indian students learn the new customs, duties, practices,
expectations, and traditions that will impinge on them in
a classroom and educational system largely administered
and staffed by nonlndians.
2. Monitoring: of student's academic progress in the classroom and social
relations.
3. Remedial academic work: for students who may need it.
4. Counseling:
Academic and personal
) . Recruitment and Screening: includes contractual obligations, selection,
coordinating with other offices on campus,
visits to schools and Indian organizations
and communities. Extensive use of the
program advisory board.
6. The Advisory Board: consists of American Indian community members
and current program participants. University
personnel are exofficio members.
7. job Placement: help program graduates in locating employment.
8. Curricular library: Materials for classroom teachers and project
participants to use on American Indians.
9. Special coursework: courses designed to meet the special educational
and cultural needs of American Indians.

I 0. Inservice training/institutes: for past graduates and practicing teachers.
11. Community outreach and educational training: designed for various
community needs, including schools, tribes, etc.
American Indian educators trained in the ITEPP program will not only
understand the cultural behavioral characteristics of American Indian
students, but also have the knowledge of cross cultural instructional methods
to teach the necessities of life in the dominant society without the sacrifice of
tribal identity.
ISSUES AND ROLES OF PROGRAM:
ITEPP serves as a buffer and advocate for Indian students generally, and its
participants specifically, while furthering the concerns of Indian
communities. The overall focuses of the program is to decode the University
culture for the American Indian student rather than decode the student's
culture.
A. There needs to be a review of the undergraduate BA teacher preparation
majors. The needs of white students/and non white students to be
addressed.
B. The underrepresented student--the American Indian-- is looking for
skills, not cultural indoctrination or transmission.
C. Programs need to produce American Indian students with leadership
abilities. Educational leadership-- not just teachers.
D. Recruitment for the teaching profession must start early.
The third or fourth grade
Students have dropped out mentally by 4th grade.
Let students know teaching is an old profession for American Indians
We had mathematicians, lawyers, teachers, curriculum, teaching etc.
E. There needs to be continous training for teachers in the state of the art
of Indian education.
Remember as long as the University/college remains designed and run for
White middle class Americans, schooling or training non-whites in these
systems will be a very expensive activity. Because Indian students will
have to be paid for as regular University students plus funds will have to be
allocated as add on to make sure they will complete the program.
For example: If you have a chair designed for a cat to sit in and you
decide that you want me to sit in it , the chair will have to be
added to for me to get in it. That takes manpower, time,
money, and training, as well as maintance of the chair for

the cat and me.
The cost is expensive.
The program is expensive and limited to the number of students it can
adequately serve. Staff consists of a director and coordinator and a
secretary. The program enroHs between 20 and 30 students who cannot not
enroH without some form of financial assistance.
The success of ITEPP is basic. It has high expectations which inspire
heightened students' motivation a 'd success at the university and in their
careers. Program personnel are all Indians and the Advisory Boards is
composed of Indian community members and program participants.

